ON ILKLEY MOOR BAHT 'AT

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT?

CHORUS:
{ WHERE THEY'VE ALL GOT SPOTS }
On [G] ILKLEY MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT! (WHERE'S THAT?)
On [G] ILKLEY MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT! (WHERE'S THAT?)

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT
[D7] THA'S BAHN T'[D] CATCH THI DEATH O'[G] COWD {DEATH O'COWD}

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT
[A] THEN WE SHALL [D] HA' TO BURY [D7] THEE

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT
[A] THEN WE SHALL [D] GO AN' EAT UP [D7] 'DUCKS

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS

On [C] ILKLEY [Am] MOOR BAHT [D] 'AT

CHORUS